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Respect & Money:!
What makes life enjoyable everyday?

• Outwardly (space)


	 1.	 clean, well arranged and organized body, home, town, city or country


	 2.	 Good smelling home


	 3.	 Good temperature, air quality in the home & outside (environment)


	 4.	 Water and electricity


Without these come anxiety, moral break down, sense of loss of hope & control, unhappiness and negative energy (depressed state)


• Each Person (Inward attitude giving off)


	 1.	 loving, caring, hospitality, support, kind and encouraging words, behavior and attitude to your loved ones


	 2.	 Respect


	 3.	 Family, society, community, belonging, sharing or shared goals and constructing wealth together


Without these comes separation, rejection, isolation and abandonment which leads to High level of unhappiness and brokenness.


• Exchange


	 	 


!
Without these Life is unlivable, unbearable , unsupportable, depressing, uncertain, scary and torturous (hellish) which brings the ultimate 
level of unhappiness that is associated with mental depression and poverty.

 6.    Licences & Bureaucracy mastering

	 7.   Transportation, Traveling & theme parks

	 8.    Gifts, stones & jewelry

	 9.    Internet & interconnection

	 10.  Technology, tools and equipment 

 11.	 Plants, herbs & spices

	 12.	 Pets, wild animals & museums

	 13.	 Shoes and clothes

	 14.	 Safety and security

	 15.	 Storage and savings 

	 1.	 Goods, food and drinks

	 2.	 Sex, beauty & rest

	 3.	 Music, Love & Justice

	 4.	 Cash Money

	 5.	 Vehicles & toys

	 16.	 Investments, art & dèco

	 17. 	 knowledge, culture & entertainment

	 18.  	 Harvest, traditions & Wellbeing

	 19. 	 Health Care & infrastructure

	 20.	 Opportunity and Imagination




LoVe, Life & Money
• We all love money (secretly or openly) but not all of us are loved by money. We must enter into a healthy relationship with money. 

A. How can you tell if money loves you or not? Actually it is in the manner in which money comes or is presented to you. Does it come constantly and 
regularly, or sometimes you have it and sometimes you dont? Another, when people pay you, is it in a respectful manner or not (money wrapped up in 
a decent envelope with accompanying honorable note or they hand it over to you bare in a disrespectful manner like thrown at you? Another, Are you 
recognized, meaning paid for your labour and are you paid on time? Another, Do you get what is more equivalent to your input or you are cheated 
and underpaid? Another, does money often show up on your path when walking seeming dropped by somebody else? Well, that is never a sign of 
good luck but a curse, you pick that money up you create further lack. In fact, anything lying on the ground presented to you do not pick it up 
because it will bring deeper lack, ignore it and walk away because when money loves he doesn't present himself in that manner, instead he reveals 
his ways for you to make more money honorably, constantly, regularly and in many forms of recognition. 

• We must first be in love - with money (Holy Spirit) - the god of this world, meaning money loves us and we love money! 

• How, We are introduced to LOVE by the Great Mother; here we meet money as well, in all his shapes or forms! 

• If you are the 1st generation to enter this space you must labour for love, 7 years of labour then you enter the gate of love: gate N° 5 and N°7. 

• Once you are in love, nothing & nobody will/can remove you from love. Here money openly loves you. 

• Money is a living entity: money is Life wrapped in Love! La vie est belle! 

• When money loves you, he talks to you, how to open new streams, how to grow in him fit and healthy, here he is exposing also the thieves and helping you rid 
of bad habits that made or could make you stay within a certain bracket. 

• Money comforts  

• Money attracts good; it is magnetic energy 

• Money collects and punishes on our behalf, from those who owe us, stole from us, whether you know they took from you or not; money shall collect & punish 

• Money pursues those he loves 

• Money Heals: health, herbs, spices, food, medicine, harmony 

• Money smells and hears good 

• Money is beauty and elegance 

• Money is Storage and Abundance: God witnessed power in the physical realm



Love Vs Fear!
Fear is curable by music, order & love !!!

• The opposite of love is fear: Most people fear running out of money period and worse during retirement 

• People fear what they dont know: likewise people fear money when they dont have that healthy relationship with money or because they 
dont know and understands money. 

• People who fear money make money errors: those errors keep them poor or within a certain bracket. What are those errors? The errors 
varies from thoughts, bad words, bad habits, poor distribution and just plain neglect on ones finances. 

• People in fear are unable to fall in love or to learn the laws of money and keep them in order to benefit from them 

• Fear is illness and death = poverty or fear of never having enough! 

• Fear is disrespect = people in fear of money disrespect their spouse, colleagues, others and themselves. 

• Fear is inequality = people in fear are mostly oppressive to others, they believe in superiority 

• Fear is abusive = people in fear are abusive often using money to abuse others 

• Fear cheats = people in fear pervert the scales and measurements and they are anti-loyal - infidelity, untrustworthy or dishonest 

• Fear is lazy = people in fear pile up dirt, unwanted things, they are not hands-on or in the front line, they are not brave, they preach what 
they do not practice and they always want others to take their responsibility without compensation or recognizing them 

• Fear is stingy = people in fear lock themselves out from progress, philanthropy  and charity. 

• Fear is greedy = people in fear over consume what in actual fact their body requires and even take other’s potions with entitlement 

• Fear is jealous = people in fear are not supportive towards the dreamers and go getters, they pull them down 

• Fear is unhealthy = people in fear get the deceases they fear if they would come upon them. They listen to every nutritionist and act in fear, 
exercise in fear, sleep deprived because of fear. 

• Fear is ungrateful = people in fear dont have a please, sorry, thank you or a well done. They withhold good from others who deserve it!



Being Wealthy or Rich !
Is not by Hazard or Miracle

• If a person were to win a lottery or fall into some inheritance yet have a poor mentality, they will lose all of that money to others 
who are wealthy in their being. 

• Once in love (complete in Holy Trinity), it doesn't mean that you pray and pops there comes money, falling into your lap, no! 
Getting wealthy or rich is taking the necessary steps and the discipline everyday that will get us there. 

• Respect oneself will help us to demand respect from others and also to respect our money and the energy we put into making it. 
It wont be easy at first when people around are used to disrespecting you but you must start and be consistant. 

• We dont pray for a miracle to be rich; we actually must learn good habits, behaviors of the rich and the laws of being wealthy or 
rich and staying there in heaven. Patience is key, do not compete also with others, your money journey is your and yours with 
your husband, so ignore outside noise, pace yourself, Rome was not built in one day! 

• When we follow the rules of getting rich, now we can pray for more faith, tenacity, patience and discipline. Money in itself will not 
miraculously fall from heaven like rain or snow because it doesn't come from heaven it is printed right here on earth. Money is 
governed by the earthly elements soil, fire and especially water and air. Money is current. Its up to us to generate it, grow it and 
circulate it responsibly such that it makes multiplied returns. 

• Making more money for each individual must be a clear understandable designed path. like a game of fitness or farming. For the 
better part we stick to that and it works but we should also keep our ears on the ground in case we must make a new or different 
move as money talks, and on and on it goes. 

• Instinct is very important, a power women posses more than man. Instinct helps us to make moves at the right time that will 
generate profit and big returns: money chasing us: goodness and mercy following us all the days of our lives. 

• Risks must be taken but better shared. When the time to take a risk come along it doesn't appear as a risk so it often presents 
itself as common sense and the best option and such risks will always pay back big time, but when we take the risk knowing that 
we are taking a risk then we should try to share it.



External Influences
• The type of market economy for one’s country for instance, is an external influence. If one is not aware of what different types of 

economical markets invokes internally they will fall victim. For example, even a mixed market however based on socialism and 
communism is a threat to an unaware mind to have fear of money, stay poor or within a certain bracket or even have limited 
dreams. Capitalism, as brutal as it is, it is designed to generate an idea that if one stick to the rules they stand a shot no matter 
their background. These markets all have benefits and thus a conscious mind has a duty to demand human rights respect and a 
community consciousness.  

• Other influence is understanding the structure of the systems that governs our economies. People should understand from home 
and schools what options are available to them earlier on. An employee is a mindset for instance, as well as the Self Employed - 
do it all by myself mentality, and the Business minded is an entrepreneur who wants to build a business, and finally also is the 
Investors mentality who builds beyond just a business but create leaders and community. 

• Furthermore the structure of the Money Game stands as such: 

 1. Pre-game show (born  rich or poor) 

 2. 25years old - 35 1st quarter (employee or self employed) 

 3. 34years old - 45 2nd quarter (fallow a dream - purpose) 

 4. Half time (45 - 50years old) re-think 

 5. 50years old - 55 3rd quarter  

 6. 55years old - 65years 4th quarter (you can still start here with support to create wealth but you must fight harder  
  with your old bad habits that kept you broke in the first place but you can do it) 

 7. Overtime 

 8. Out of time ⌛ ️



Money Law N°1: !
Thoughts & Words

• Being wealthy and rich is a mindset. 

https://plicc.org/2018/12/11/the-idea-of-wealth/ !

• Positive words and thoughts makes us rich. 

• Subconscious mind attracts money, opportunity, connection and 
alliances.  

• Genius = Gene-in-us: the magic gene is the purpose gene in each 
person, that area of talent and excellence. Find the area where the 
genius comes out in you and use that to generate wealth, build a 
career upon that, gain new skills and open new avenues.

https://plicc.org/2018/12/11/the-idea-of-wealth/


Money Law N°2:!
Talents Parable (Financial IQ)

• Generate and grow Income: saw seeds of money. Know the soil for money, the water and sun for money. Banks or 
storehouses are the soil. Money waters money, by constant placing new money in the store rhythmically you are 
watering your money. The sun is food to your money, light is the respect and the discipline you give in honoring the 
process, which means neglect is the opposite.  

• Get Financial education (just basic and advanced if needed) and gain skills. 

• Learn about forms of money; debt, assets, capital, dividends, cash flow, currency and forex trading and exchange: 
even if not ready to engage yet, we can educate ourselves steadily and plan towards. 

• Learn about Debt and taxes (levies) because they are a huge liability off which can be turned into assets and 
investments with some skills. 

• Grow (multiply) your money: Financial IQ!

• Have Rich, Middle and Poor people as examples and remember their strikes and mistakes and vow not to repeat 
those mistakes. 

• Count the money down to cents, no losses: Mathematics and Accounting. Counting is the hidden law of increase. 
Count your money or get someone trusted to count it. 

• Close pocket holes. 

• Conquer illusions 

• Hide your money: dont show off (there is a law that says what  we show off we loose). Showing off is another way of unplanned 
unsolicited and unwanted exchange where you lose whats good and take on whats bad from those you showed off to. (not to confuse with 
sharing; Sharing in good faith is good - its all about the intent and space.)



Income Expenses

Positive 
Increase 

Open more rivers 
be creative in multiply 

on Circulation 
Distribution 

good money comes back with more 
Listen to money

negative 
minimise 

never spend emotionally 
be tactful, gain skills to help turn this to asset 

Reduce 
Spend wisely: good causes make good returns 

Do not spend carelessly 
Respect Money 

Eliminate thieves & corn artists 
credit report vs fit income statement

Money Law N°3: !
Divide, Count & Conquer

XP

👥

-RePlicc



Money Law N°4:!
Distribution

• Distribution is everything because it is here 
where we know exactly how to count and as such 
we gain confidence and gain good habits.!

• Create a personal budget and respect it: money is 
respect, in fact money is about self respect, how 
we treat our money says everything about self 
respect and respect for our spouses.!

• Like the nutrition entering the body, money must 
be well distributed in all aspects of our lives.!

• When we master distribution we become finically 
healthy.!

• Which means we can now start saving, set 
reachable goals, build storage, invest and or 
gaining on interest.!

• Distribution also builds on our financial safety 
and security net.



Money Law N°5: !
Goals

• Set goals for your first €100 and do the same for your first 1000 surplus you have generated from your discipline in following the 
rules. How to distribute it. Save how much of it or invest how much of it or buying what kind of asset that can gain you another 
€1000. Set goals for your first €10000, for your first €100 000 and your first €1 000 000 and on and on it goes. The focus is always 
into multiplying our money or else the tree dies; it is as simple as that. At first you will have to force yourself to think this way and 
afterwards it becomes like a part of you as brushing your teeth. 

• Secondly set your goals in partnering with another. Get married and partner. God designed Marriage to build wealth:- in order 
to create empires, governments and kingdoms. Marriage is not the cure for loneliness or to have access to sex or to have 
children legally; to marry for such reasons is abuse of the institution. Children can be our liability if we do as we please. Marriage 
is sacred. A God built marriage is a rigid triangular structure to stand throughout eternity. We can ask God to connect us with our 
other half so we do not choose out of lust, commonalities or all sorts of ideas that may run in our minds. Your partner has a 
complimentary set of skills, personality, and many more things you dont have that you need to make you a multi billionaire and a 
better human being overall. They have also qualities that test all your love and patience just so you can be a better spirit. 
Marriage was design so, in order to teach us unconditional love, patience, selflessness, family, unity and power.  

• Externally as well keep seeking ways to increase your alliance, strategically identify together compatible partners that you can do 
business with, trade with and expand to build a long enduring centuries kind of empire. 

• Sharing of risk and shared financial goals is smart and responsible behavior. 

• Risk is lack of control, so if you can have the know-how in the design, legalities, product, geopolitics, demand, sales, stats with 
profit estimations and functioning as well as time frame of the business deal, then you have control, partners come with capital, 
skills and knowledge needed, that increases the control aspect of things and the safety and security is guaranteed which 
eliminates the risk but ensure returns. 

• Planning and practical portfolio such as Insurances is part and parcel of literal steps taken to reach specific financial goals, just 
like savings, assets acquiring, investments and hedge funds. These items must be thought through planed and chosen well. Not 
all insurance is good but most insurance is absolutely beneficial.



Money Law N°6: !
Control & Discipline 

• Control is basically not giving this responsibility to anybody else, each person must have control over their 
finances or else be punished by the laws of money. Being married doesn't exempt you from this responsibility.  

• Discipline is about exactly that, simply discipline. Once you know the rules and the laws now you ought to 
stick to them for the rest of your life. It’s like staying away from substance abuse or taking on a journey to 
physical health and fitness. 

• Controls of an entrepreneur; 

 1. Control over one’s Income 

 2. Control over one’s Expenses 

 3. Control over one’s Asset failure 

 4. Control over one’s Liabilities 

 5. Control over one’s Financial education/Management and 

 6. Control over one’s Insurance 

 7.  Control over Illusions


